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Abstract: We propose and analyze several simple all-pass spectrallyperiodic optical structures, in terms of accuracy and robustness, for the
implementation of repetition rate multipliers of periodic pulse train with
uniform output train envelope, finding optimum solutions for multiplication
factors of 3, 4, 6, and 12.
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1. Introduction
The generation of periodic pulse trains at repetition rates beyond those achievable by mode
locking or direct modulation is very attractive for future ultrahigh-speed optical
communication systems. One alternative is pulse repetition rate multiplication (PRRM) [1-15]
of a lower rate source. In frequency domain, an ideal periodic pulse train is composed by a
sequence of discrete spectral components, and PRRM techniques are based on periodically
changing the amplitude and/or phase of these spectral components by linear filtering. This can
be obtained by using a spectrally-periodic filter [1-10] as well as a non-spectrally-periodic
filter (typically first order dispersive mediums) [11-14]. In particular, all-pass filtering PRRM
methods [6-15] are highly desirable because of its intrinsic high energy efficiency.
In [10], a single all-pass optical cavity (APOC) for uniform envelope PRRM is analyzed in
terms of accuracy and robustness, and it is found that, although theoretically three factors of
repetition (2, 3 and 4) can be obtained for accurate uniform envelope PRRM, in practice
robust solution can only be achieved for factor 2, resulting factor 3 solution specially tricky
and unstable.
In this letter, we analyze several all-pass spectrally-periodic optical structures for 3×, 6×,
4× and 12× uniform envelope PRRM. It is worth noting that, although we focus on the ring
resonator (RR) implementation of the APOCs, the results obtained can be easily extended to
other APOC implementations. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, proposed optical structures are
composed by 2-to-4 APOCs. It is demonstrated that, not only accurately uniform envelope but
also robust solutions are found for proposed optical structures.
The remainder of this letter is as follows. In section 2, we explain some theoretical aspects
about the design of the filter parameters in uniform envelope PRRM. In section 3, two
different RR implementations (composed by two identical RR in cascade or coupled
configuration) for 3× and 4× are proposed and analyzed, where the theory previously exposed
is applied to design the RRs parameter. Moreover, we present optical structures for 6× and
12×, obtained by combining the 2×, 3×, and 4× implementations. In section 4, we analyze and
discuss several practical examples of application. Finally, we summarize and conclude our
work.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the system. The periodic pulse train is processed by the all-pass optical
structure. Eight optical structures composed by multiple APOCs are proposed (RR
implementation showed).

2. Filter parameters design for uniform Envelope PRRM
In the following, temporal signals are represented as complex envelopes with ω0 as central
carrier angular pulsation, and spectral signals are represented in the base-band angular
pulsation ω=ωopt-ω0, where ωopt is the optical angular pulsation. Let us consider an input
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periodic pulse train a1 (t ) =

∞

∑ a (t − nT ) , where a (t) represents the complex envelope of

n =−∞

0

0

an individual pulse, and T is the temporal period of the signal. When a spectrally periodic
filter H(ω)=H(ω+2πFSR), is applied to the input pulse train a1 (t ) , we obtain an output pulse
train [10] a2 (t ) =

∞

∑ C a (t − nT

n =−∞

n 0

N ) , with {Cn}=IDFTn{H(2πm/T)}, where FSR is the

free spectral range, with FSR≈N/T, N is the desired multiplication factor, IDFT n denotes the nth inverse discrete Fourier transform [16], {} denotes a sequence of N elements, Cn are
complex coefficients, with Cn=Cn+N, and m=1, 2,…, N. The magnitude of the sequence, {|Cn|},
describes the amplitude of the output pulse train envelope, which obviously is not affected by
the phase of Cn. Since we are interested in uniform envelope PRRM with a multiplication
factor N, we have to impose that all the terms of the sequence {|Cn|} have the maximum
uniformity. Thus, we can define a figure of merit (FM) for PRRM with uniform envelope as:

FM = var

({ C } )
n

mean

({ C } )

(1)

n

where var({Cn}) and mean ({Cn}) denote the variance and mean of the sequence, respectively,
and the function the optimum is FM=0. The variability of the solution can be estimated with
the gradient magnitude |∇FM|. Both functions, FM and |∇FM| must be taken into account in
the optimization, indicating accuracy and robustness respectively.
3. APOC-based structures for 3×, 4×,6× and 12× PRRM
Structures based in a pair of identical RRs are proposed to obtain stable and exact solution for
uniform envelope 3× and 4× PRRM. As it can be seen in Fig. 2, we propose two possible RRs
configurations for each multiplication factor, in cascade and coupled.

Fig. 2. All-pass optical structures for uniform envelope PRRM for 3× and 4× multiplication,
both composed by two identical RR in cascade or coupled configuration.

The spectral response can be easily obtained for cascade configuration from:

H casc (ω ) = ( H single (ω ) )

2

− jφ (ω )

⎛ r − a⋅e
⎞
=⎜
− jφ ( ω ) ⎟
⎝1− r ⋅ a ⋅ e
⎠

2

(2)

where Hsingle(ω) is the spectral response of a single RR [17], r=(1-k)1/2 is the reflectivity of the
RR coupler, k is the coupling factor, a=exp(-αLc/2) is the round-trip amplitude transmission
factor, α is the power loss coeffient, Lc is the length of the round-trip length, and φ(ω) is the
round trip phase, with:
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φ (ω ) = ωopt FSR = ( ω + ω0 ) FSR = ω FSR + φ0

(3)

where φ0=ω0/FSR is the round-trip phase at ωopt=ω0. Since ω0 is typically several orders
higher than FSR and φ0 can be arbitrarily added a multiple of 2π rad, we can easily deduce that
a desired value of φ0 can be adjusted by very small variations of FSR.
The coupled configuration structure spectral response can be obtained by the transfer
model method [18,19]:

H coupled ( ω ) =

(

) (
( )
) − (r ⋅ a ⋅e

)(
( )
)(r − a ⋅ e

)
( )
)

r 1 − r ⋅ a ⋅ e −2 jφ (ω ) − a ⋅ e− j 2φ (ω ) r − a ⋅ e − j 2φ (ω )

(1 − r ⋅ a ⋅ e

− j 2φ ω

− j 2φ ω

− j 2φ ω

(4)

These optical structures are characterized by the parameters of one of the RRs (since both
RRs are identical). Supposing lossless RRs (a=1), these spectral responses, and therefore the
figure of merit, can be parameterized with k and φ0. Figure 3 shows FM (k, φ0) and |∇FM (k,
φ0)| in a false-color representation for proposed 3× and 4× RR implementations (for coupled
and cascade configurations in each case). Note that these functions present periodicity in the
variable φ0 with period 2π/N, and have been limited for high values in order to increase the
contrast of the plots. As it can be seen, robust and accurate solution, which correspond to dark
blue in the false-color scale, can be simultaneously reached with the proposed configurations.

Fig. 3. Figure of merit and gradient function for [(a) and (e)] 3× coupled structure, [(b) and (f)]
3× cascade structure, [(c) and (g)] 4× coupled structure, and [(d) and (h)] 4× cascade structure.

Table 1 shows the optimum filter parameters set for 3× and 4× uniform envelope
PRRM, where smoother region solutions have been selected in case of multiple optimum
solutions, and 2× single RR optimum parameters obtained in [10] have been also included. It
is worth noting that we have obtained the same optimum k parameter for 4× in both coupled
and cascade configuration, and it is the same k value as obtained for 2× in [10]. Table 1 also
includes the case of RR with losses, for a=0.95 and a=0.9. Proceeding similarly as above, we
have calculated the optimum structures parameters. Moreover, RR losses affect to the
energetic efficiency and uniformity of the pulse train envelope parameters. The energetic
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efficiency can be calculated from Eff [%] = 100 ×

N

∑C
n =1

is estimated with an error coefficient:

Err[dB] = 20 log10 ⎡ max
⎣

({ C } )
n

2
n

min

, and the PRRM envelope error

({ C })⎤⎦

(5)

n

which indicates the maximum intensity peak variation in decibels (similar to peak-to-peak
amplitude jitter [20]). The severity of Err and Eff values depends on the concrete application.
Table 1. Summary of the Optical Structures Parameters Values Corresponding to 2×, 3×, and 4× Uniform Envelope
PRRM, for a = 1, a=0.95, and a=0.9.

N
2

Structure
Configuration
Single

3

Coupled

3

Cascade

4

Coupled

4

Cascade

a
1
0.95
0.9
1
0.95
0.9
1
0.95
0.9
1
0.95
0.9
1
0.95
0.9

k

φ0

0.8284
0.8287
0.8298
0.7393
0.7409
0.7450
0.8571
0.8579
0.8603
0.8284
0.8120
0.8092
0.8284
0.8316
0.8390

[rad]
1.571
1.571
1.571
0.8435
0.8207
0.8091
0.3335
0.3004
0.2552
0
0.2162
0.2691
0
0
0

Err
[dB]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.67
1.51
0
1.65
3.11

Eff
[%]
100
92.45
55.55
100
74.45
57.87
100
81.15
66.17
100
83.64
69.65
100
81.45
67.06

Moreover, we can combine these filters to obtain higher multiplication factors. When
combining spectrally periodic filters, the spectral responses of the resulting filter is the
product of the spectral responses of the composing filters, and the FSR of the whole filter is
equal to the minimum common multiple of the FSR of the filters. We have exact and stable
RR based filters for 2×, 3×, and 4× PRRM, which FSR are respectively 2/T, 3/T, and 4/T.
Thus, in order to get a higher FSR we have two possible combinations, 2× with 3×, obtaining
FSR≈6/T, and 3× with 4×, obtaining FSR≈12/T. Since the resulting filters terms {|Cn|}
preserve uniformity, 6× and 12× uniform envelope PRRM is performed. All the possible 6×
and 12× optical structures obtained by combination of the previous 2×, 3× and 4× filters are
showed in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively.

Fig. 4. All-pass optical structures for uniform envelope PRRM for (a) 6× multiplication and
(b) 12× multiplication. These optical structures are composed by substructures corresponding
to 2×, 3×, and 4× multiplication, which are marked with a dashed box.
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4. Examples
In these examples we assume an input periodic pulse train with central frequency (ω0/2π)=192
THz, temporal period of T=100 ps (pulse repetition rate of 10 GHz), and lossless RRs (a=1).
The FSR value for 2×, and 3× examples is a slightly different value to N/T in order to obtain
the proper φ0 value. Cascade-RRs configuration is chosen for 3×, which parameters are
obtained from Table 1, with k1=0.739 and FSR1=30+2.488×10-4 GHz. For 4× we choose
coupled-RRs configuration, with k2=0.8284 and FSR2= 40 GHz. We reuse these RRs
implementations for 6× and 12×. Thus, combining the 3× designed filter with a 2× single-RR
configuration, which optimum filter parameters are [10] k3=0.8284 and FSR3=20+5.208×10-4
GHz, we obtain the 6× optical structure. Finally, combining the 3× with the 4× designed
filters, we obtain the 12× optical structure. Figure 5 shows the output pulse train intensity
numerically obtained for these examples. Figure 6 shows the influence on the envelope error
of frequency variations because of laser noise and ring fabrication errors for the previous
examples, estimated with the envelope error coefficient used above, Err. Because of the
temporal discrete RR response, these variations only affect to the output pulse train envelope,
but not to the waveform of each individual pulse. It is worth noting the high robustness of the
4× filter, and the error accumulation in the 6× and 12× examples, which is clearly dominated
by the error contribution of the 3× filter combined in both cases.

Fig. 5. Output-pulse-train intensity for 3×(blue), 4× (red), 6× (green), and 12× (yellow) uniform
envelope PRRM corresponding to the examples, and the corresponding optical structures.
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Fig. 6. Envelope error coefficient, Err, for 3×(blue), 4× (red), 6× (green), and 12× (yellow).

For RRs with losses, we have to set another RRs parameters, as it was showed in Table 1.
It can be easily deduced that the {|Cn|} sequence of the resulting filter can be obtained as the
circular convolution of the {|Cn|} sequences of the combining sub-filters, and from this, that
Err and Eff of the resulting filter can be calculated respectively as the sum and product of the
corresponding Err and Eff terms of the combining sub-filters. Thus, using Table 1, we can
observe that 2×, 3×, and 6× configurations preserve perfect pulse train uniformity in a
moderate losses range [a ∈ (0.9, 1)], but 4× and 12× examples do not preserve perfect
uniformity (see Err in Table 1). However, energetic efficiency is affected by RR losses in all
the cases (see Eff in Table 1).
5. Conclusion
In this letter we have proposed and analyzed several all-pass optical structures composed by
2-to-4 APOCs, which achieve robust and accurate uniform envelope PRRM with high
energetic efficiency (ideally 100% for lossless RRs). For 3× and 4× PRRM, we have two
different configurations, both composed by two identical RRs in cascade or coupled
configuration. In the parameters design of these four filters (3× and 4× with coupled and
cascade configuration), we have obtained accurate and robust solution without trade-off
requirement (in contrast to [10]). For 6× and 12× PRRM, we have several optical structures
obtained by combining filters of 2×, 3×, and 4× PRRM. We have also analysed the effect of
RR losses on the energetic efficiency and the output pulse train envelope uniformity. In the
examples, we have obtained readily feasible RR parameters, and we have observed the effect
of combining filters in 6× and 12×.
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